SoCG 2014

PC chairs report
210 abstracts
175 papers  second highest after Nice’97 (188, 2 tracks)
1 withdrawn
60 accepted

\[
\begin{align*}
2014 \text{ (Kyoto)}: & \quad 60/175 = 34 \% \\
2013 \text{ (Rio)}: & \quad 48/136 = 35 \% \\
2012 \text{ (Chapel Hill)}: & \quad 44/124 = 35 \% \\
2011 \text{ (Paris)}: & \quad 55/145 = 38 \% \\
2010 \text{ (Snowbird)}: & \quad 47/145 = 32 \% \\
2009 \text{ (Aarhus)}: & \quad 44/170 = 26 \% \\
2008 \text{ (Washington)}: & \quad 42/127 = 33 \% \\
2007 \text{ (Gyeongju)}: & \quad 45/139 = 32 \% \\
2006 \text{ (Sedona)}: & \quad 54/138 = 39 \%
\end{align*}
\]
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Assignement

typically: 20 yes-bids, 7 maybe-bids, 3 no-bids / PC member

3 PC members / paper

assignment was complete 3 hours after paper dline
\[ \approx 250 \text{ external reviewers} \]

\[ \approx 360 \text{ external reviews} \]

\[ \approx 530 \text{ reviews} \]
discussion

630 comments

17 papers with more than 15 comments
feedback: 1 additional “review” to summarize discussion

60 accepted papers
### Process

- **December**
  - Abstracts due
  - PAPERS DLINE

- **January**
  - Reviews due
  - Dlines

- **February**
  - Notification
  - Feedback sent

### Statistics

#### Acceptance Rate
- **Odd # resubmissions**: 28%
- **Even # resubmissions**: 41%
- **≥ 10 # resubmissions**: 0%

#### # Papers vs # (re)Submissions

- 22 papers

### Process

- **December:**
  - abstract dline
  - paper dline

- **January:**
  - reviews dlines

- **February:**
  - notification
  - feedback sent

### Statistics

- **# maybe-bids**
- **# yes-bids**

- **≤ 2 # bids**
  - 36%

- **≥ 10 # bids**
  - 0%
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ACM in cooperation (they just collect the copyright forms)

Final versions collected thru easychair

Front matter, toc, author index... home made

Page numbering home made
Awards

Best paper award

Embeddability in the 3-sphere is Decidable

Jiří Matoušek, Eric Sedgwick, Martin Tancer, & Uli Wagner

Best student presentation award

24 presentations by students

Please, fill and give back your form before Tue 16:00
Journal special issues

JACM
best paper

DCG
8 papers invited, 7 accept.

JoCG
16 papers invited, 8 accept.
Thanks

Local organization & steering committee

250 subreviewers

Authors of submitted papers

Marie-Paule & Henry